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Among the physical experiments being carried out at the IIE•:l' 
accelerator, high-energy electrons (positrons) or )' -quanta are 
being detected as the end product of reactions. It is necessary to 
adjust and calibrate the detection equipment at various electron 
beam energies and to measure the energy resolution of the electron 
andy -quantum detec·tors. At the IHE1' 1 pure electron beams may be 
obtained in the neutral lK 0 /l/ channel, yet the number of electrons 
per cycle at 15 GeV/c is low. Moreover, it is not always convenient 
to move the device (or a part thereof) to another channel. At the 
same time, the results given in papers / 2' 3/ indicate ·;hat secondary 
beams contain a sufficient electron admixture for a number of 
systematic investigations. This raises problems concerning not only 
the detection of the electrons in the secondary particle beams 131, 
but also their selection for systematic or physical investigations. 
This report describes the application of high-resolution 
threshold Cerenkov counter/~or the selection of electron beams of 
up to 50 GeV/c a"'ld gives data on electron yields e.s weJ.l as the 
results of some systematic investigations on electron beams. ~he 
results of electron energy measurements using lead-scintillation 
sandwiches are given, as are the transverse dimenHidns of •<L>.· ·'.r·c·n 
showers using a scintillation hodoscope based on a hodoscopic photo-
mt.l tiplier / 5/. 
1. Detection of electrons using threshold 
Cerenkov counters 
The measurements were carried out in the 4,. magneto-optical 
channel!/ The electrons were detected by meac; of two threshold 
Ce;:<mkov counters C1 ,and l'i2 / 4/ with an overall ler_gth of 
approximately 30 m. The beta resolution of each counter was 
S{3..., 5.10-6 • 'rhe counters were connected in coincidence with a 
scintillation telescope 1d (5 scintillaiion counters j)laced along the 
channel). >'ig.l shows a typical threshold curve at 25 GeV/c. 
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Au can be seen from the figure, the threshold counter system 
detectr; electrons below the fl· -meson detection tll:reshoJ.d and tile 
I 0 
electron content in the beam is 1, ~, 10-G. '!'he e:fl:':Lciency o:f the 
Cerenkov counters below the 1u- -meson detection ·: ~1re;1hold was 
determ:LEed from the calibrated threshold curve, measured for :Jr -
mesonso 
It should be pointed out that the use of threshold beta 
dj_ncrin~::_nA:t1on for electron detection is not always justified as 
the number of random pulse coincidences from noise a.nd background 
loading of the counter's photomultiplier with beam particles may in 
this case be compared with the nLUUber of electrons in the beam, 
In order to determine the purity of t:::te electron beam 
selected, we u:oed lead-scintillation sandwicheD. One of 
consisted o:f five scintillators measuring 150 x 100 x 10 
them 
3 mm 
sandwJ.ched between lead plates 5 mm thick (2, 5 em o:f J'b al tocether) 
and was used to measure the electron energy in terms of t:1e energy 
release J.n the region of the shower curve's maximwu. J,iglYt from the 
scintillators was collected by means of a plexiglass ll.ght-guide 
attached to an l'JW-30 photomultiplier, '.rhe other sandwich was a 
total absorpt:Lon counter consisting of 20 scintillation plates 
150 x 150 x 10 mm3 sandwiched between lead plates 10 em thl.ck 
overall. IJieht was collected by means of a hollow light~gu.Lde with 
aluminl.zed mylar walls attached to an B'EU-49 photomultiplier, 
;·''i.gs, ~a and 2b show typical spectra obtained when detectJ.ng 
electrons by means of the sandwicheso 1.Che results shov1 that the 
admixture of other particles in the electron beam selected does 
not exceed l5';s at 25 GeV/c. ;.s the momentum increases, the purity 
of electron selection worsens some what: th·is is connected first of 
all with the lower electron content in the beam and secondly with a 
poorer electron detection efficiency E (E) ....... l/E2, However, this 
:form of selection is quite adequate for a number of practJ.cal 
purposes, Clearly, the purity of beam selection may be J.mproved 
by J.ncreasing ·the number of threshold Cerenlwv counters connected 
in coincidence. 
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Electron yields may be measured more directly if the number 
of counts in the electron peak of the sandwich's pulse-height 
spectrum is recorded at various gas pressures in the threshold 
counter. This technique has advantages when moving into the high-
energy part of the spectrum E > 40 GeV as the threshold curve for 
the electrons can be traced over a wider pressure range beyond the 
1u-meson and :JI'-meson detection threshold. Fig.3 shows the 
dependence of the count in the electron peak on the pressure in the 
counters. Data on the electron content in t;le beam were also 
obtained ~y analyzing the pulse-height spectra from beam particles 
usi:1g the total absorption counter (Fig.4) without the threshold 
counters. 
The electron yield values obtained by the various methods 
e-
R = N IN.,- <:C:·i.neirJ•,d and m:·e given in table 1·><-, 
Table 1 
Af target, 20 mm. long, particles 1 angle of' extraction 
into the channel G = 0 
25 32,5 40 48 
14 3,7 1,1 o,s 
2. Measurement of electron energy by 
means of lead-scintillation sandwiches 
There are two main kLown methods for measuring electron and 
y -quantum energy using sandwiches - in terms of the energy release 
in the region of the shower's maximum 161 and in terms of the total 
energy release when using total absorption sandwiches. An extremely 
simple way of applying the first method is tc. · .se sandwich hodoscopes, 
x- TI.3 measurement error is :'.: 20;6. 
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by means of wl:ich the energy and coordinate.J of several simultaneous 
<·llectrons or y- quanta can be measure do However, the energy 
resolution of tbe sandwiches /()/ is considerably worse than the 
resoluti.on of total absorption sandwiches /'7' S/ in the previously 
investigated energy range up to 10 GeVo 
','ie made compart).tive measurements of the energy resolution 
using a total absorption sandwich (10 ern :Fb, 20 layers) and a 
sandw).ch at the maxinn1m of "the shower curve ( 2, 5 em .. I'b 5 layers) 
over the Inornentum range 2, 5 - 50 GeV/c.. I\'TeaBurements in the 
2, ~ - 14 UeV/c region were carried out in the lK 0 chrumel<> the 
system for r:;electing the electron bean1 (1~1 ig .. 5) is similar to that 
. /6/ 
used :Ln paper .. J?or so1ected momentum values in the regj_on up 
to 20 GeV/c, the stwwer curves were measured using t~1e 11 sa .. ndwich 11 
(2,5 em .. J.lb) and mean values for the sandwi.:l1 1 s pulse-heieht 
spectra were found corresponding to the maxima of the shower curves. 
i''or momenta of 32,5 GeV/c and 40 GeV/c, it was assumed that the 
sho\ver ClJTve maxim8. 'Nere reached vvi th an ave .ra,ll len,d thickness of 
~), 5 em .. 
. '.''igu:res 6a and 6b show the dependences of the energy 
resolution and the mean values of "the sandwj.eh 1 s r)u.lse-heicht spectra 
on the momentum valw.... 1.L1he linearity and energy resolution of the 
total ab~1orption oandwich in the momentwn range up to :)O GeV/c are 
slwwD in J!'ic; .. 7.. 'L'ypical pulse-height spectra of the sandwiches at 
varicn,·.u mouenta are given in ii'ie;s .. 2a and 2b.. rl:he data in Pip> Gb 
shm-v tb.r1..t the enerc,y renoluti.on for the stmdwich (;::, ~) em.. :)b) ir.:; 
2 ..,.....,.. _~,;-: , wY1ere _~.; ir:> the electront:::; energy .. 
:rhe linear dependence on moment tun o / the mean _pulse-height 
in the sa.ndwieh (~?., ~) em .. :!:'b) is in agreement, within the limits ot' 
19/ 
measurement error, with the theoreticr:.l energ;y dependence 1 of 




is the energy of the primary y-quanta or electrons and 
E0 is the critical energy. 
In the case of the total absorption sandwich, the energy 
resolution reaches a plateau at l' = 15 GeV. In order to explain 
the i~ason for this, we studied rate effects on the sandwich with 
beam parti.cles and measured the energy spectrum of the part of the 
electromagnetic shower escaping f'rom the counter, It turned out that 
the rate did not affect the resolution and the relative n.uctuations 
of the escaping part of the shower with respect to the mean pulse-
height from the sandwich at F = 32,5 Gei/c were less than - 1, 5,:;. 
'rhe s81ldwich 1 s intrinsic resolution when the photocathode was lit by 
light pulses from the light diode (the mean values of the pulse 
'L>ights from the electrons at 1' ... 32,5 GeV/c and the light pulses 
frow the light diode coincided) was 27" ~ 2':;, 
The following reasons may be put :forward for a plateau i.n 
the e .. ergy resolution: 
1. Only one photomultiplier was used in the total absorptior. 
sandvdch, which, with a beam cross-section of 50 mm., could lead to ''· 
considerable dependence or light collection on the position or the 
prima:;:-y electron 1 s trajectory relative to the phc';onml tiplier 1 s 
photocathode. 
2. 'i'he photocathode 1 s sensitivity in the radial direction 
dropped 1,5 times rrom the mean radius (0,5 r ) to the edge of 
max. 
the photocathode (r ) • 'rherefore, the shower's longitudinal 
max. 
fluctuation" may lead to a re-distribution of the energy release i.n 
the variou.s scintil1ators of the sandwich .. m.d eonsequently to u. 
worsening of the energy resolution. 
III. Definition or the transverse 
dimensions of the electron showers 
As a rule, the data publiGhed on the transverse dimensions 
or electron showers relate to the development or showers in solid 
media (cu, Fb etco )~ However, 8, nw::~ber o:f experiments require 
data on tile d:Lm.ensions of electromagnetic r::hovnn·:J developir~g :Ln 
lD.xainar m(~die:t - ::>2.ndwiches~ which cons:Lst, for exemple~ of 
;Jcintillators o:r. gas-discha:rge chambers sandvliched between le<?<.d. 
p..Lr:;te s., 
ln order to define ·the dimensions of ·the electron showerrJ, 
we unc.d a scintil1ation hodoscope based on <3, hodoscopic photo-
/'5/ multi.plJ.er 'l'he hodoscope consisted oi' 15 scintillation rods 
150 x 10 x 5 rmn3 , ·.he ends of which made optica:L contact w.i th the 
sur:face of the photocathode. 'rhe distance between the rods o.long 
the photocathode was 7 nun.. 1J:he overall dimensions o.f the hodoocope is 
sensitive volume were 1:;o x 100 x 10 mm3 (10 nnn. in the beam 
d:Lrection). 
1
.i:he tru:ru::;verse d~imensions of the showero v-1-;:re measured at 
vary in(~ thickner-;;se 1 of the lead i:n front o:~ the ho,:~o:Jcope and : lBo 
tJ..Gi.ng lnminar media.. A sci.nti.11ation counter was placed :i..n front 
of the hodoscope to determine the dimensions of the electron beam 
detected. ';'lie scinti1.lator measured 50 x 10 x 2 mm:3 (10 !llln. a1ong 
the beam and 50 mm. along the plEne of the hodoscope 1 8 scinti1lators). 
l'ulses from the hoC:Coscope were fed to the input of a 5-beam 
oscillor;cope and photographed. 
Depending dm the number of particles passing through t,,~ 
,.Jodoscope' s scintillators, their corresponding p};U curre· 1-L pulseB 
w:Lll vary in h ·:-tz;ht a.n.d w111 be staggered in time" ;-._ typ.J.cal 
oHci.. . .logra.m of hodoscope pulseG is shown i:r:.c ~?igco 8., 1.J.lhe poBition 
of the pulse tops corresponding to the di.f:ferent scintillators can 
be di3.tingu:tshed fairly clearly.. It is obviou.r.; ·:;he,t the tranuvei·se 
diJlenstons of the showers may be defined fttom the resu.lts of the 
osc:Lllog.r:.-1ms, with the necessary correct:Lon.s, 
:_:.'he _))lJJ.se-he:ic~ht :311d t:Lme calibration of ·the hodoscope w:;.1n 
done v1hen pn.rtiole;;;:: were detected (without le::ld)., In the case of 
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producec~ for each scintillator and the mean pulse-heig: t vaJ.·,_e w:w 
fom1d. It turned out that the mean pulse-heights from th.e various 
scintillators did not differ by more than :!: 61~ over the wor.king 
r:-mge. 
'rhe time calibration was done by moving the hodoscope across 
the beam. The spread of the differences in delay time for the 
output pulses as particles passed through the adjacent scintillators 
did not exceed :!: 10;:(,. 
With the showers measured, it is desirable to place the 
detector directly behind the lead due to the presence of a finite 
angular divergence of the particles in the shower. In our case, 
it was impossible to provide such a compact geometry due to the 
hodor.cope 1 s design. Therefore, the dependence of the shower's 
dimensions on the distance between the lead and the plane of the 
hodoscope' s scintillators was measured (B'i> 9). This dependence 
was extrapolated to a zero di:;·:;ance value in order to allow for 
non-compact geometry. 
\/hen estimating the showers' dimensions the following fliwtors 
were taken into account: 
1. 'l'he device 1 s response function, calculated fro:n the 
oscillograms obtained from single particles; 
2.. CJorrection for non-compact geometry; 
3. Correction for non-linearity of' tm photomultiplier and 
the amplifier. 
'''ie;ure lOa gives the dependences of the showe r 1 s dimensions 
on the lead thicknes:; for vard:ous primary electron energies 
r: =. 5, 10, 14, 25 GeV. l•'or comparison, we give a similar dependence 
obtained when the results given in Bathow's paper /lO/ are applied 
to the conditions for measuring the showers' transverse dimensions 
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usinr; a hodoacope (the cross-section distribution is obtained :l:'rom 
the shower's radial distribution). J''ig. lOb gives the dependence 
on the lead thickness of the standard deviations in the 
distributions of the sho'llers 1 transverse dimensions :for the 
energtes .~; ~-~ 5 GeV and 14 GeV. The dimensions of showers in 
lam.cnar media with lead plates 5 mm. thick equidistantly spaced 
alone; bases of 20 em. and 40 Cl!l. were defined in the shower's 
maximum development region fl)J.' energies l•: ~ 2, 5; 5; 10; 14 Ge V. 








'J~he statistical measurement errors do not exceed - 10. ·• 
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'.l:he :Lnsertion of plex.Lglass plates in t~·1e r;apc.:: betrveen ti·w 
lead plfd,e r; had v.L rtually o effect on the di.mension'o of the 
::>hewers vri thin the error limits. 
In conclusion, the authors \'-.r~sh l;o thank Iu .. !J. :i.;rokot:;hkin 
for his constant interest in the paper, l'l.'i'·~. v·tshnevs·::l.j for fJ:i.G 
help wj_th the meanurernents c::~.n.d .A.L·i .. I.lestvirishvili for f.1is 
asc'istance i.n the lK" channel operc.tiono. 
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~'ig. 1. ~'hreshold curve for simultaneous variation of pressure 
in two Cerenkov counters. 
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Fige 2. ?ulse-height spectra obtained when electrons of different 
energies are detected by means of the sandwich for 
meas-~rements in the region of the shower curve ma;:.:iL.w-.::. (a) 
and by means of a total absorption sandwich (b). 






































B'ig. 3. a) Threshold curve for sil'~ulta:neous variation of PJ?Iffl,sure 
in two Cerenkov aounters. 
b) Dependence of the count :Ln the electron p@a.l' on the 
pressure in counters. 





~'ig. 4• Dire•~t selection of electrons from the beam by means of 
the ·total absorption sandwich (not using threshold 
coun,ters) P = 32,5 GeV/c. Discrimination was introduced 
in o:rder to reduce the rate of the pulse-heieht analyzer. 
T 
Ao /(, S, Sa 
0 
lK positron channel system 
1 - hodoscope or sandwich 
Fig. 5. System i'or selecting the electron beam in the llC 0 channel: 
T - target, M1 - clearing magnet, M2 - pulsed magnet, K1 - electron converter, s1 - s4 - telescope counters, A - counter connected in anti-coincidence with the 
t2lescope. 
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?ig. 6. a) Dependence on momentum of the energy resolution ~~d 
mean values of the pulse height spectra of the 
sandwich (2,5 em. Fb). 7he hatched line indicates 
dependence (1). 
b) DeDendence on momentum (within the coordinates 
E-0,5• Gev-0 •5) of the energy resolution of the 
sa~dwich (2,5 em. Pb). 
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Fig. 7. Linearity and energy resolution of the total absorption 
sandwich. 
Fig. 8. Pulse oscillogram obtained by photographing hodoscope pulses 
on the oscilloscope screen when an electron shower in the 
region of the shower curve maximum is detected. The 
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l<'ig. 9. Dependence of the Sh:Jwer 1 s aimensions on the distance A 
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Fig. 10. a) Dependence of the shower's dimensions on the 
thickness of the lead for energies E = 5; 10; 14; 
25 GeV. 
70 
b) Dependence on the Je ad's thick:'less of the standard 
deviations in the distributions of t:.e electron 
showerS t transverse dimens-ions. 
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